PRESS RELEASE

Clean look, powerful drive, and smart connection
The Heidelberg-based e-mobility specialists are gearing up for 2018 with a total of four
new models, including Coboc’s first with a shifter and belt drive. In terms of connectivity,
it’s full speed ahead: Coboc has again reset the bar for its app and expanded its fleet to
eight models.
Coboc stands for reliable urban sportiness, stylish elegance, and above all, a new generation of
electric bikes. With its remarkably minimalist design, advanced technological innovations, and the
company’s own Coboc E-Drive, the Heidelberg company’s avant-garde pedelecs lend a new
perspective to the e-bike genre. Setting its sights on the 2018 season, Coboc once again pays stylish
and captivating tribute to the urban bike world with a total of four new models and new connectivity.
The market spoke and Coboc listened: With its M o n t r e a l a n d K a n d a i n t h e S E V E N s e r i e s , the
e-mobility specialist debuts two new models
with shifters, expanding its single-speed
concept. Both are equipped with an SRAM 7speed shifter that gives the speedy cyclist a
touch more comfort on urban terrain. Fully
equipped

with

disc

brakes,

stand,

mudguards, and a rear light integrated into
the seat tube, the Kanda for women and the
Montreal for men are complete, everyday,
all-around e-bikes for anyone who is also
looking for a certain something extra – in addition to pure biking pleasure. The 350-watt hour battery
hidden discreetly in the down tube is fully charged in just two hours. With power peaks of up to 500
watts, the motor accelerates to a sporty speed in a flash, even over longer stretches, with an average
range of 80 km. In terms of design, the new members of the fleet are based on the Vesterbro model
for men and Villette for women – as is the barely visible carrier, which adds the finishing touch to the
Montreal and Kanda.
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The C o b o c O N E s e r i e s will be joined by
two new models in 2018: B r o o k l y n is the new
sportster that’s the first to sport a belt drive.
Totally quiet, clean, and maintenance-free, the
Gates Center Track™ comes into its own on
this 14 kg jewel in shimmering Jugla brown.
The O N E B e r l i n E d i t i o n , limited to 50 units
and developed in collaboration with German
actor Jürgen Vogel, also wears new colors.
Inspired by the actor’s last name, which means
“bird” in German, and the lightning-fast qualities of the city’s kestrels, the Heidelberg company has
translated the falcon’s arrow-like silhouette into an e-bike frame design.
Both the ONE Brooklyn and the ONE Berlin are systematically reduced to the essentials, and by
combining a powerful drive with stability and stiffness they invite agile urban sprinting. Here too, the
350 watt-hour battery hidden in the down tube and the five discreet LEDs on the top tube are
indicators of internal power. At first glance the high-performance hub drive looks like a standard
geared hub, and thanks to the single speeds’ low weight, they’re also an excellent ride without
electric propulsion. The sensor technology is directly and sensitively attuned to pedal force, making
the Brooklyn and Berlin veritable racers among pedelecs.

Smart connectivity throughout the Coboc fleet
For the coming season, Coboc has loaded up in terms of connectivity. The Coboc app for iOS and
Android, which was created in collaboration with the software developer COMODULE, turns all the
Coboc models into fully connected smartbikes. The bike connects to a smartphone via Bluetooth,
making the phone an on-board computer. In addition to adjusting the standard settings, the Coboc
app can also be used to fine-tune the responsiveness of the electric assist and the motor output. This
allows cyclists to individually configure the overall ride dynamics to suit their own preferences.
The on-board computer display provides information on vehicle data like speed, distance covered,
battery charge level, motor output, and much more. And it not only indicates the battery’s charge
level, it also visualizes the current range on the map as a function of the surrounding topography.
Under the “Activity feed” menu option, it’s possible to store the trips taken, including altitude
profiles and ride data, and if desired, share it with the community. Naturally, the app has a fullfeatured sat-nav, and on models in the SEVEN series it can be used after dark to control the rear light
that’s elegantly integrated into the seat tube. If you’re looking for a minimalist design with superior
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“Made in Germany” e-bike technology, you’re on the right urban racetrack with Coboc, and you can
look forward to cycling fun and well-designed comfort in their purest form.

Plus: Elegant Coboc bikes bearing the names of the world’s trendy cities will also be stylishly
presented by specialized retailers. Once again, the Heidelberg company has outdone itself by
providing each dealer with a transparent, illuminated, plexiglas pedestal as well as a partition wall
and app tower for a space-saving staging of the Coboc bikes.

SEVEN Montreal

ONE Berlin

Suggested retail prices for the new models:
Coboc SEVEN Montreal

4,599 Euros

Coboc SEVEN Kanda

4,599 Euros

Coboc ONE Brooklyn

3,999 Euros

Coboc ONE Berlin

3,999 Euros

About Coboc

Coboc GmbH & Co. KG, a Heidelberg-based e-bike manufacture, stands for extraordinary design as well as
outstanding solutions in e-bike technology. The company was founded in 2011, and since then quality,
sustainability, and in-house production depth have been their guidelines. Most components, such as frame and
drive system, are in-house developments, mostly manufactured in Germany in cooperation with local partners.
Cooperation with partners from the region to such an extent is rather uncommon in the bicycle sector.
The two managers, graduate physicists Pius Warken and David Horsch, have successfully combined their passion
for bicycles with their academic know-how. After the first prototype in 2011 and a three-year period of research
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work and pre-commercial development the Coboc eCycle became ready for marketing in 2014. Due to the
entirely closed system with its specific power unit and to the special qualities of a single-speed bike, the Coboc
eCycle is absolutely low-maintenance and comes with dynamic performance in city traffic. Passion for the
product and love of detail are the reason why the Coboc-fleet is at present the most outstanding masterpiece
available on the market: unprecedented because of its minimalism and technological maturity.
Further information under www.coboc.biz

Photos: Coboc GmbH & Co KG
Press releases and footage at press section: www.kernpunktpr.de
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